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Abstract---The research on drug development life cycle and bringing sole new drug to the market is a million dollar question for pharmaceutical organization. Any clinical trial consumes average of 10 to 15 years and USD 1.5-2.0 billion with uncertainty of medications for its effectiveness for human use. Hardly, one out of 10 compounds entering into the clinical trial that reaches to the market rendering a major loss to pharmaceutical or biotech company in case of trial failure. Conversely, with changing time and an increase in the number of medicines approved by regulatory authorities, the regulatory teams are increasing networks for monitoring and
assembling adverse event reports from varied sources. This in turn, has increases annual exponential rise in data volumes and the companies are facing a huge challenge in processing it. To meet such challenges, organizations must sharpen their ability to introduce new wearables for clinical trials and provide advanced cognitive solution to handle large and complex datasets. This has summoned concepts like Artificial Intelligence to expedite medical science and clinical trial and pharmacovigilance attain success.
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**Introduction**

The rapid and efficient movement of drug through drug pipelines poses an enormous challenge especially through time-consuming and costly clinical trial steps. Every delay in the race to market means loss of millions of dollars of revenues for a blockbuster drug (Nayak et al., 2016). More than one third of all Phase III compounds or molecules fail to advance to final approval (Wong et al., 2019). The important key factors responsible for high trial failure rates includes poor study design, insufficient sample size calculation, suboptimal patient cohort selection and recruiting techniques, and inability to monitor patients effectively during trials (Harrer et al., 2019).

In recent year, there are over 3 billion mobile health apps downloaded with most users looking for information on diseases (66%) or treatment (56%) (Sparkes, 2018). The life sciences companies are forecasting a steep surge in medical inquiries and adverse event reports (ADR). The USFDA alone receives more than 150,000 of ADRs every month showing an exponential increase of more than 200 times since 2010. Apart from such official platforms, other sources are facing a similar increase in medical information and ADRs. Though traditional sources of information viz; clinical trials, safety databases are a major part, new sources like health-related media and general social media, wearable devices, academic collaborations, medical forums are pouring in more and more data. Hence, the surge in medical information has put forward two major challenges for pharmacovigilance (PV) industry such as; extraction of Individual Case Safety Reports (ICSR)-relevant information from huge data and processing the resultant cases.

Automation has come a very long way and is well established in the finance and banking sectors since the 1950’s (Fisher & McKenney, 1993). Banking is employing artificial intelligence (AI) to protect customer identity data, mimic bank employees, increase digital activities and customer engagement. Similarly, aviation industry also operates through AI and all aircraft use automated landing systems. AI has proven to be useful in the detection and prevention of fraud and in the fight against money laundering. Chatbot is well known in AI application that can stimulate a conversion with a user in a natural language through messaging applications, websites, mobile apps, and telephones. The chatbots
have found their way in various industries including healthcare, and pharmaceuticals.

The AI healthcare market will grow by approximately $8 billion by 2022, rising from USD 667.1 million in 2016 (Glass et al., 2019). AI’s key healthcare application program could create $150 billion in annual healthcare economy savings by 2026 (Fred, 2017). (Figure 1) Despite the sustainable growth and varied applicability of AI, the complexity of ADR case processing, many decision points and adjustments, highly regulated and audited environment, volume and complexity of clinical data to interpret trends to improve and accelerate decision making, identifying potential molecules, finding suitable patient populations might be the reticence in the advancement. This article highlight about, why AI is required to be adapted, its applications, uses and advantages and current technology challenges for adapting AI in clinical research and pharmacovigilance field.

![Figure 1. Top AI healthcare application with potential annual growth by 2026](https://hitconsultant.net/2017/06/23/artificial-intelligence-healthcare-market-acn/)

**Requirement of AI in drug discovery and clinical development phase/s**

AI is a smart technology which play with the data for fruitful outcome. It can be useful to mimic the human intelligence, uncovered the complicated patterns which are difficult to solve or beyond human capacity. This technique has broad range of application in clinical research wherein; it has a capacity to enhances the operational efficiency, reduce time and cost and provide quality benefits. (Figure 2)
Figure 2. Applications of AI in clinical development

**Drug discovery**

The discovery of new drug molecules is an important step in development. Preclinical composite detection, targeted compound testing, and interpretation of lead compounds in clinical trials can be aided by the use of AI, ML, and predictable and predictable thinking methods. This will allow for the selection of promising candidates and the elimination of others who may have a chance of failure before entering the clinical trial. For example, Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is a destructive neurodegenerative disease with no effective treatment and dysfunction of RNA-binding proteins (RBPs) is widely accepted as a contributing factor in ALS pathobiology. AI tool; IBM Watson® has identified additional RBP mutations in ALS that accelerate scientific discovery in ALS and other complex neurological disorders (Bakkar et al., 2018). KnIT, another system, digs for publications to identify new protein kinases containing phosphorylate protein
tumor suppressor p53. A retrospective analysis demonstrated the accuracy of this method and laboratory tests suggest that the kinases identified by the system may actually have phosphorylate p53 (Spangler et al., 2014).

**Study design**

The study design is the backbone of any clinical trial. If the study is not design well, chances of study success are less. In case of promising study design, lot of time and cost can be saved. It might also result in, improved recruitment rates, fewer non-enrolling sites, and fewer protocol amendments. AI-enabled technologies, can support the selection of trial design through collection, organization and analysis of increasing amounts of scientific and research data, including current and past clinical trials, failed trials, patient support programmes and post-market surveillance. Machine learning, deep learning, natural language processing tools offers selection of optimal primary and secondary endpoints for the trial, which further help in selection of appropriate country and sites for recruitment, enrollment strategies, start-up planning, and execution (Harrer et al., 2019; Bhatt, 2021). Application of AI in this regard, is being further enhanced by development of guidelines involving artificial intelligence: the SPIRIT-AI Extension and CONSORT-AI Extension. These guidelines are being creating transparency and completeness for clinical trial and assist editors and peer-reviewers, as well as the general readership, to understand, interpret and critically appraise the design and risk of bias for a planned clinical trial (Rivera et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2020).

**Finding clinical trial**

AI can identify publicly accessible web content, which includes digital trial announcements, trial sites, and social media posts, helping to match patients with available clinical trials. AI forums allow companies to market themselves and their opportunities for more effective clinical testing through digital channels such as a social media platform to engage with patients who may be enrolled or responding to a particular treatment. This will help the company to increase the number of people enrolling for clinical trials faster because it allows them to reach these people more directly than just trying to find them through conventional advertising methods which can be costly. Therefore, AI can be an excellent channel for pharmaceutical organizations to publish information about what type of treatment they are offering in a short time and at low cost.

**Investigator and site selection**

One of the most important aspects of clinical research is to select the most effective research sites. The features of the site such as administrative procedures, access to resources, doctors with in-depth knowledge and understanding of the disease, can affect both research times and data quality and integrity. AI technology can help biopharma companies identify target areas, trained investigators, and first responders, and collect and gather evidence to satisfy regulators that the trial process complies with the requirements of Clinical Practice (Taylor et al., 2020).
Patient recruitment

Patient recruitment is one of the challenging aspects of any trial. Many patients from different therapeutic areas get benefited due to on-time recruitment in study; which enables patient access to cutting-edge therapies sooner. However, finding out right patient in stipulated time frame especially in complex oncology trials becomes even more difficult. Patient selection models use patient data obtained from different sources and compare against study protocols. (Figure 3) This will help to identify eligible patient right at the time of patient’s diagnosis, reduce the site team burden on pre-screening activity and increase their focus on patient care. It also helps in locating relevant available trials the patient has the potential to successfully match. The accuracy of patient eligibility for breast cancer trial using AI clinical decision support system (CDSS) was found to be 87.6% as compared to manual screening (Haddad et al., 2021). Similarly, in another study of lung cancer, AI matching system evaluated 7252 patient attributes against 11,467 individual trial eligibility criteria and reported 95.7% accuracy for exclusion and 91.6% accuracy for overall eligibility assessment (Alexander et al., 2020).

![Figure 3. Potential sources of data for patient recruitment in clinical trial](image)

Patient engagement and adherence

Patient engagement and adherence in clinical study is a painful task and its significance rises when considering virtual trials and digital health solutions. It is important that patient should complete the study in compliance with protocol, other guidelines and regulatory requirements. Increase in patient dropouts or non-adherence in the study may cause additional recruitment to maintain statistical power of the study. This also causes exponential rise in cost on one side and trial delays on another side. Current solutions are aiming to harness technology to shorten the start-up periods, less site visits, and to make patients more involved and feel like a part of the process. Various AI based approaches
such as mobile phone applications for medication adherence, reminder systems for observations of daily livings, patient empowerment through interactive platform, and integrated care programs between health care organizations and health professionals, to improve clinical outcomes and patient ordeals are helpful to achieve success (Babel et al., 2021). Use of AI platform AiCure on mobile devices for measuring medication adherence in a Phase-II trial of the α7 nicotinic receptor agonist (ABT-126) in subjects with schizophrenia demonstrated more than 17% adherence in AI group compared to control group of modified directly observed therapy (mDOT) (Bain et al., 2017).

**Clinical monitoring**

The clinical study monitoring is tedious but a very important task performed in any trial. Frequent travels to study sites at pre-fix interval, verifying the patient records and other compliances, source data verifications (SDVs) are some of the imperative activities carried out during trial monitoring. Tremendous manual efforts are invested for verifying these processes. However, it has been observed that SDV could be less useful than originally thought and can be reduced by >90% without any measurable impact on data quality (Mitchel et al., 2011; Mitchel et al., 2014; Tantsyura et al., 2015). AI allows monitoring activities which were previously conducted on-site to be conducted remotely, increasing productive benefits such as;

- Increase efficiency and speeding up time;
- Reduce site preparation time;
- Remove the guesswork created by manual to-do lists and/or spreadsheets;
- Increase focus with document statuses and tags for quick TMF and ISF completeness analysis;
- Automate the recording of site visit activity as well as create transparent email reports that delegate actions to other team members as needed.

The innovations of AI have application for assessment of risk, non-compliance, and delivering predictive analytics. It can help in identification of high-risk sites, sites with recruitment and performance issues or even patients having high risk of potential AEs. The risk-based monitoring approach using AI application (on-site, off site, centralized monitoring) reported 28% of the few critical and major findings of each clinic quality control visit, 10% of the most important findings for each study site audit, 29.3% minimum intermediate query resolution time (number of days for closing electronic data capture queries), 36.1% of the maximum rate between monitoring visits, and cost of each monitoring visit as low as 16.2% for trials conducted during the 2013 to 2017 period (Agrafiotis et al., 2018).

Moreover, it could also enable researchers to monitor multiple measurements from patients which would be nearly impossible for a clinician to monitor and analyze across a number of patients on a regular basis. This in turn could be used to flag certain changes, potential issues or anomalies for a particular patient, directing the medical team to take further action if they deem it necessary following review of the data (Dhinakaran et al., 2022). The benefits of AI based monitoring platform is given in figure 4.
A virtual clinical trial refers to digitally empowered clinical trial processes. To overcome the clinical trial challenges, many pharmaceutical companies have started using an emerging concept of virtual clinical trials or decentralized trial. The various components of virtual trial are given in figure 5. This is a relatively new model taking full advantage of digital technology by including apps, virtual patient monitoring, wearable medical devices, web platforms for recruitment, informed consent, counselling, measurement of endpoints, and any adverse reactions which allow the patient to be home-based at every stage of the clinical trial (Ali et al., 2020). These virtual trials are patient-centric, cost-effective, and easy to manage. The trials are operationally feasible with increase recruitment rate, better study compliance, lower drop-outs and faster completion compared to routine studies. For example, Sanofi conducted a virtual diabetes trial (VERKKO) remotely in Europe. It was not drug trial but, Sanofi has tested a 3G-capable, wireless glucose meter. This study represents an important step forward in the clinical trial community, as it is the first clinical trial using an electronic consent approved by European regulatory authority (Narayanasetty & Jallu, 2021).
Requirement of AI in pharmacovigilance

AI and machine learning are supplying capability insights to enhance patient safety with cognitive automation. While nonetheless early in usage, AI is demonstrating the feasibility to expect capability issues. AI is capable of intake a variety of structured and unstructured data formats, advanced OCR/ICR, robust and feature-rich Natural Language Processing (NLP) engine, and advanced analytics and other fields. The full landscape and capabilities of AI are displayed in figure 6. The rapid development of technology has brought opportunities to harvest massive amounts of data, both from social media and emerging biomedical technologies to allow prompt signal detection, develop early warning systems to enrich PV, and patient safety.
Most of regulatory authorities across the world are necessitating submitting ADRs of international cases. Hence ICSRs are required to be translated into a local language before submission. Writing a safety narrative itself is a challenging task and translating it manually is an equally tedious process requiring a high degree of accuracy with the original narrative. Understanding the local colloquialisms, abbreviations, and source documents are important for translating safety narrative accurately. Considering the fact that same safety report needs to be submitted to regulatory authorities of different countries each with a different language, a multi-lingual support system inclusive of medical coding is desirable to enter cases in respective languages within the timelines.

China joined the International Council for Harmonization of Technical Requirements for Pharmaceuticals for Human Use (ICH) in 2017 and adopted several ICH guidelines for safety (Yang et al., 2021). The drug regulatory authority of China, the National Medical Product Administration (NMPA) has set timelines for drug manufacturers to comply with electronic standards for safety report submissions in ICH E2B (R3) and in ICH E2B (R2) format in Chinese. To comply with these requirements, the safety database must meet the E2B (R3)’s XML format. Here we can clearly see the requirement to comply with the regulatory format, timeline, and language mandates. To meet the regulatory requirements, a system that allows accurate translation in applicable format within the stipulated timeline is a must. Employing manual task force for such repetitive work is resource-intensive and time-consuming.

Similarly, the new EudraVigilance system requires marketing authorization holders (MAHs) to log onto a common portal, download ICSRs, review available files, identify relevant reports, and import those cases into their safety database.
(EMA, 2022). The ICSRs are delivered in the E2B (R3) XML format which is not easily readable in its raw form. To determine relevance, the PV staff must manually review each ICSR. The overall process is resource-intensive and inefficient.

**Reasons for effective implementation of AI in pharmacovigilance**

**Changes in sources of information**

Internet expansion has deployed exponential information through novel sources influencing every bit of life. The new sources of information influencing PV industry are;

**Digital media**

Computer-readable format as websites, web pages, blogs, vlogs, social networking sites, internet forums, chat rooms, health portals.

**Wearable technology**

That collects biomedical data (e.g., heart rate, physical activity and sleep pattern, dietary patterns).

**Social media**

It is considered a sub-set of digital media and defined by European Commission’s Digital Single Market Glossary as *a group of Internet-based applications that build on the ideological and technological foundations of Web 2.0 and that allow the creation and exchange of user-generated content* (EU, 2019). It employs mobile and web-based technologies to create highly interactive platforms via which individuals and communities share, co-create, discuss, and modify user-generated content.

The communication platform is a large collection of PV sensors, each with its own level of uncertainty and bias. Data was not requested and processed in real time. Cell phones already have the ability to monitor local location, heart rate, temperature, blood glucose uptake, electrocardiography, respiratory rate, oxygen saturation, and sleep hours (Pandian et al., 2008; Yilmaz et al., 2010). This can be extended to wearable electrochemical sensors, where sweat, tears or pharmacy data can be collected (Bandodkar & Wang, 2014). Additionally, the collected geolocation data may be used to evaluate trends in AE emergence and drug use. For example, Google’s volume of drug-related keywords provides an accurate measure of the actual use of those drugs (Simmering et al., 2014).

Also, after the 2010 earthquake in Haiti, Twitter was shown identifying patterns of cholera outbreaks weeks before traditional reports (Chunara et al., 2012). To comprehend such opportunities, PV teams need an equally able modus operandi. The volume and velocity of data generated from digital media sources potentially provide exciting opportunities for advances in PV. However, to yield the potential benefits from social media technical, regulatory and ethical challenges need careful consideration. The technical challenges refer to approaches to process the colossal data produced and extraction of relevant information to generate signals.
Changes in quality and quantity of information

ICSRs require specific information in order to be reported and studies have shown that only a small quantity of social media posts have relevant information that can be reported (Davies, 2008). According to Web-RADR, despite a major contributor to the unstructured data, only 0.09% of signals were identified from social media sources in 2017 (Raizada, 2018). A study conducted to evaluate the potential of digging social media for medicines safety surveillance included 2537 posts related to rosiglitazone/cardiovascular events and 2236 posts related to HPV vaccine/infertility in the analysis. While only ten posts described personal accounts of rosiglitazone/cardiovascular AE experiences, and nine posts described HPV vaccine problems related to infertility, 21% and 84% of posts, respectively referenced other web pages and 72% and 79% posts showed affirmation of the association (Coloma et al., 2015). In another study, 26 months of retrospectively collected social media data from a third-party vendor was used to determine how analysis of social media data could help in signal detection. The results showed that social media data analysis cannot identify new safety signals for selected products but provided a unique insight into the patient perspective (Bhattacharya et al., 2017). These studies show that a vast amount of data is available through new sources, but relevant data is insubstantial, which still cannot be overlooked.

Resource constraint

Case processing is a repetitive and manual task. Case processing consumes a significant amount of resource; almost two-thirds as per PVNet benchmark data (Raizada, 2018). During one of the recent surveys regarding challenges in triaging reports, high volumes of AE and time spent downloading the files were concerns of the majority of responders (both 37%) than the reconciliation of applicable files (15%) and the manual segregation of files (11%) (ArisGlobal, 2018). Hence, the health care industry requires to converge efforts to reduce the case processing burden, and time required.

Changing times, changing demand

The new drugs approved over recent years have limited long-term safety data raising concerns and demanding more real-time data to satisfy the need to know the possible consequences. To meet the demands of safety information, PV has to see beyond technical, ethical and regulatory challenges.

Efficient and progressive process

Case processing in PV involves data verification and validity check, data entry, coding the AE and drugs, assessment of causality and expectedness, and writing case narrative. It is similar to sorting through the haystack for relevant and valid information. PV professionals perform many monotonous, recurring activities before analyses and evaluation of the cases. The AI has seamless applicability in ADR processing, allowing PV resources to focus on strategic activities to realize better outcomes.
AI applications in pharmacovigilance

The repetitive, rule-based nature of the PV process makes it a suitable candidate to apply AI using NLP, ML, and robotic process automation. The AI application will build a thesaurus from the data sources to identify qualifying AEs which will be used to detect signals and prioritize. An application for efficient translation of narratives is a necessity to ensure high consistency and accuracy. A multi-lingual technology with an integrated arrangement for review and quality check of the translated case reports to ensure error-free content contemplating the regulatory requirement to submit an ADR in different countries would add ease. The audit trails of such system should serve as an important source to demonstrate compliance with quality processes during inspections. Some recent studies have shown applicability and advantages of AI in PV processing. A study, compared performance of a rule-based and machine learning models for classifying ICSRs from social media data with that of human PV experts. The investigators selected 311,189 social media posts with mentions of products and brands in combination with common medical and scientific terms. The model showed an accuracy of 65% and took 48 hrs to complete a task that would have taken an estimated 44,000 hrs for human experts (Comfort et al., 2018).

In another study, a consortium of ten cognitive services was trained through deep-learning. The input was 20,000 ICSRs received by Celgene drug safety over a 2-year period to evaluate the consortium to identify key characteristics of spontaneous ICSRs to an acceptable level of accuracy and effective use in a real-world setting. The consortium reached an evaluative score of ≥75% for spontaneous ICSRs (Abatemarco et al., 2018). These studies indicate that cognitive services are able to augment the PV process and free up professionals for decision-making activities to improve signal detection. Web-RADR; the joint venture between European agencies and public and private organizations, agrees that social media overall contains less safety information compared to VigiBase but it does provide insights into areas which is harder from traditional methods of reporting (WEB-RADR, 2019). The aim of Web-RADR is conducting scientific research on the use of social media networks and developing dedicated ADR reporting systems (Applications) to competent National Authorities in Europe.

There are a few examples of AI applications developed specifically for PV for tasks like auto-narrative generation; narrative analysis, QC assessment; causality assessment. The approach is advanced further with Intelligent Augmentation: supporting the human intelligence through technology to verify manual PV activities. ‘Touchless’ case processing is an forecasted AI application intended to receive, verify, code, process and submit non-serious cases without human intervention. The AI is useful tool in pharmacovigilance having multiple application which are highlighted below.

**AI for data collection**

ICSR information needs to be extracted from the structured and unstructured data in a regulatory compliant manner from various sources such as drug labels, scientific publications, patient records, biomedical literature, emergency department, and information exchange on social media. NLP and text mining
together act as effective medical text classifiers to gather relevant facts and insights from the sources. Extracted information is not limited to patient safety events but include drug-drug interactions, medication, and disease as well.

**AI for Data Enrichment**

The AI solution provides support dictionary for WHODD/MedDRA terms, product identification, PV field terms etc. Some of the research in this area has been devoted to creation of the annotated source data that are used to develop and test new machine-learning natural language processing algorithms. Cognitive Automation imparts ontologies that helps create lexicons of various biological concepts.

**AI for Analysis and decision making**

The cutting-edge rich visualization framework enables in-place browser based, real-time analytics. It will help in clustering data and discovery of associations and early signal detection. Benefit-risk assessment. AI-based system learns from the historical data and can detect the risk and predictive algorithms could estimate burden. Also help in predict effectiveness of risk-minimization measures. Supervised or unsupervised learnings play a major role in devising hypothesis For example; building Unlisted Events and Drugs Correlation, Causality Classifiers etc., specific types of Neural Networks are built and improvised with training over a period. These are faster and more accurate compared to other methods.

**AI for Output Generation**

The solution enables standardization of data and integration of output data with safety databases. The scope of pharmacovigilance is to develop a better understanding of drugs and risk associated with them. The scope continues to broaden with growing number of medicinal products and congruent problems caused by irrational drug use, drug overdose, polypharmacy, increased use of traditional and over-the-counter medications and drugs, illicit drug sales, increased self-medication, substandard medications, drug errors, and ineffectiveness. Drug safety is more than just the monitoring, detection and testing of ADRs that occur under clearly defined conditions and within a certain dose range. Increasing drug use worldwide on a large scale in the short term attracts the best international drug monitoring and efficiency. Current systems need flexibility to accommodate a wider scope with help of artificial intelligence.

**Current challenges for AI in clinical research**

The clinical research is multi-stage and multi-disciplinary process hence there are various operational barriers for use of AI in clinical research. Scaling AI for long term use require professionalization of the industry. The clinical and AI domain experts are necessary for getting the success. Failing to have a trained team will land in the risks of either developing a model that distorts clinical reality or using an ML technique that is inappropriate to the available data and research question at hand (Wiens et al., 2019).
AI models require data at scale, hence there is concern on privacy of the large volume of patient data. Moreover, the data in clinical trial is generated by researchers, doctors, institution and they are reluctant to share with others. The biggest challenge to the development of novel AI-based tools is the curation of high-quality, representative data sets that are sufficient for training and validation of AI models to perform the desired tasks. It has been observed that, algorithms performed significantly differently in validation data sets compared with training data sets (Nestor et al., 2018). Additionally, a lack of data standards often causes problems with the analysis and effective use of the data.

Many geriatric patients are not familiar with newer technology and its usage. Therefore, the recruitment of such patients in clinical trials will be difficult; as they need a personal attention and relationship to get participated in study. Many philosophical assumptions about laboratory methods, statistical tools, or certain medications are the basis of barriers without its integrity and reliability. Thus, philosophical barrier has more recently become an operational barrier as well with the passage of the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation, which requires that automated decision-making algorithms provide meaningful information about the logic involved (Weissler et al., 2021). In case of Phase-I clinical trial of new molecules in healthy subjects, remote clinical monitoring is problematic. These kinds of study include assessment of early safety signals where patients need to be closely observed and located near a clinical site in case there is a reaction. Technological challenges in employing AI in PV include the complexity of the translation algorithms to interpret layperson’s terminology. Layperson terminology refers to the following:

- Drugs are referred with their brand names, active ingredients, colloquialisms or common drug names.
- Use of artistic expressions or terms not found within existing medical dictionaries to describe Adverse Event. The terminology is not always based on the medical lexicon.
- Poor grammar, spelling errors, abbreviations, and sarcasm.
- Discussion about drug rather than the actual AE
- Other problems are lack of specificity. Also, it is difficult to evaluate the exact nature of the AE and assess causality, and most importantly, the ethical dilemma if such patients should be contacted to obtain further information.

This limits the effectiveness of the lexicon-based approach and reduces a system’s ability to automatically extract relevant information, code it accurately for further analysis (Leaman et al., 2010; Nikfarjam & Gonzalez, 2011). Supervised machine learning requires training data which is human-annotated data. Only a small proportion of data collected from social media may contain relevant information, hence large volumes of human-annotated data are not possible. Traditional NLP methods have proven to be inadequate when applied to short texts, like on Twitter (Yates & Goharian, 2013). Discovering patterns in texts indicative of ADRs instead of lexicon-based approaches seems beneficial as it can detect inexact matches (Nikfarjam & Gonzalez, 2011; Yates & Goharian, 2013).
Conclusion

The conduct of any clinical trial using randomized, double blind, active control design is more acceptable approach. Though, the use of AI techniques offers the potential to improve the success and efficiency of study. AI is being recognized for transforming the clinical development landscape in positive way. In general, it reduces the costs and accelerate every stage of clinical research and drug development from matching patients with clinical trials and handling data to discovering drugs themselves. These technologies hold huge promise, but at the same time, it cannot replace human expertise inclusive of chemical synthesis, clinical trials, regulatory approvals and production stages. Nevertheless, the requisiteness to start implementing AI technologies in the medicines research can be a breakthrough for the future market sustainability and revolution of biopharmaceutical organizations. Augmentation and maturity of AI tools will benefit patients, sponsors, payers and physicians alike. For such a broader advancement; reshaping of traditional clinical development approaches and effective use and implementation of AI-based techniques is inevitable.
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